shepherd, for example, is closer genetically to mastiffs, boxers and other 'guarding' dogs than to herding dogs. The fleet greyhound, Irish wolfhound, borzoi, or Russian wolfhound, and lumbering Saint Bernard count herding dogs among their closest kin."
The big shocker to dog fanciers was that some breeds purportedly thousands of years old are actually modern pretenders. "The pharaoh hound and the Ibizan hound, for example, appear to be modern versions modeled after dogs depicted on the walls of Egyptian tombs," The Chicago Tribune noted.
As the questions turned to human health, the researchers responded with faithful words that would appeal to their institute, which is after all not dedicated to canine genealogy. Ostrander (who owns a pure bred border collie) told the Associated Press, "One of the most interesting questions still to understand ... is why did the wolf keep locked in its genome everything that was necessary to make a Pekingese to a Great Dane." Ostrander's collaborator, Leonid Kruglyak, added in an interview with the BBC that he was amazed how much variation has arisen in dog breeds -most of which are just a few hundred years old: "It's a much more striking difference than is seen among human populations that evolved on different continents". As Reuters noted, a few hundred years of inbreeding has produced "far more [ 
